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Appendix

1 REPLICATION OF THE BASIC MODELS WITH OLS AND VISUALIZATION OF

BASIC RESULTS

To ensure my basic results are not sensitive to the use of bootstrapped regression technique, I repli-

cate the main findings with OLS models. Table A1 reports the simple and multivariate regression

of national democracy level on each of the average national personality traits with standard OLS.

In the set of simple regressions, Extraversion (βE = 2.2, p < 0.01), Openness (βO = 2.7, p < 0.01)

and Agreeableness (βA = 2.7, p < 0.01) have significantly positive effects on democracy levels.

To test whether they are unique predictors of democracy levels, I also conduct a multivari-

ate regression. Columns 1, 2 and 6 report the effects of Extraversion and Openness, which

are the traits that are hypothesized to affect democracy levels more strongly. In the most con-

servative model, Openness (βO = 2.5, p < 0.01) and Extraversion (βE = 1.9, p < 0.01) remain

significantly positive at 99.9% confidence level when all other traits are kept constant. Fig-

ures A1 and A2 show the scatterplot of the two significant traits in the multivariate analysis and

the index of democracy. Finally, the overall model predicts a significant amount of variance in

democracy levels, R2 = 0.39,F(5,41) = 5.342, p < 0.01. Furthermore, comparing models 5 and

6 confirm from Table A1 that the national traits of Agreeableness, Neuroticism and Conscien-

tiousness help little of the explain cross-country variance of democratic institutions, R2 change

= 34.9%,F(3,41) = 0.77, p = 0.52.

To check the robustness of these results across different measure of democracy, I implement

model 6 from Table 1 with other indexes of democracy relevant in the democratization literature

(?). First, nationally-aggregated Openness also predicts significantly the polity IV democracy score

(βO = 0.74, p < 0.05, 95% BCa CI from 0.27 to 1.60) and the Freedom House democracy index

(βO = 0.28, p < 0.01, 95% BCa CI from 0.11 to 48). The effect of national Openness remains
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Figure 1: National Openness and Levels of Democratic Institutions

Figure 2: National Extroversion and Levels of Democratic Institutions
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significantly positive after controlling for other national personality traits in the polity index (βO =

0.64, p < 0.1, 95% BCa CI from 0.01 to 1.69) and the Freedom House (βO = 0.24, p < 0.05, 95%

BCa CI from 0.02 to 0.49).

Second, I also check the robustness of the effect of Extraversion across different measurements

of democracy. National Extraversion appears to positively correlate with the polity index democ-

racy score (βE = 0.83, p < 0.01, 95% BCa CI from 0.11 to 1.45) and the Freedom House index

(βE = 0.33, p < 0.01, 95% BCa CI from 0.15 to 0.49). After adjusting for other traits in the mul-

tivariate analysis, the effect of Extraversion on the polity index of democracy is also significantly

positive (βE = 0.68, p < 0.01, 95% BCa CI from 0.11 to 1.28) as well as in the Freedom House

index (βE = 0.28, p < 0.01, 95% BCa CI from 0.12 to 0.48).

Table 1: Simple and Multivariate Regression Analysis of National Traits and Democracy

Dependent variable:

Vanhanen’s Index of Democracy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Openness 2.70∗∗∗ 2.52∗∗∗

(0.90) (0.90)

Extraversion 2.22∗∗∗ 1.91∗∗∗

(0.64) (0.65)

Agreeableness 2.72∗∗∗ 0.50
(0.88) (1.04)

Neuroticism 1.04 0.92
(1.02) (0.95)

Conscientiousness 1.24 0.22
(0.88) (0.80)

Constant -111.21∗∗ −87.26∗∗∗ −112.00∗∗ −28.74 -38.55 −279.03∗∗∗

(45.00) (31.82) (43.89) (50.85) (43.70) (69.29)

Observations 47 47 47 47 47 47
R2 0.166 0.212 0.175 0.023 0.043 0.394
Adjusted R2 0.148 0.194 0.157 0.001 0.022 0.321
Residual Std. Error 10.99 10.68 10.93 11.90 11.77 9.81
F Statistic 8.98∗∗∗ 12.08∗∗∗ 9.54∗∗∗ 1.04 12.39∗∗∗ 5.34∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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2 MECHANISM: REPLICATION WITH EMANCIPATIVE VALUES

Table 2: National Personality Traits, Values and Democratic Institutions

Dependent variables:

Index of Emancipative Index of

Democracy Values Democracy

Emancipative Values 0.99∗∗∗ 0.59∗∗

(0.20) (0.28)
[0.55, 1.36] [0.11, 1.25]

Openness 1.45∗∗∗ 1.35
(0.52) (0.88)

[0.45, 2.51] [-0.23, 3.31]
Conscientiousness −0.25 0.79

(0.49) (0.67)
[-1.15, 0.79] [-0.59, 2.11]

Extraversion 1.18∗∗∗ 1.443∗∗

(0.31) (0.75)
[0.50, 1.74] [-0.09, 2.9]

Agreeableness 0.94 −0.05
(0.62) (1.24)

[-0.40, 2.09] [-2.97, 2.04]
Neuroticism −0.53 1.48∗

(0.56) (1.02)
[-1.6, 0.64] [-0.52, 3.43]

Constant 11.80∗∗∗ −127.31∗∗∗ −232.94∗∗∗

(3.16) (40.81) (75.94)
[6.2, 18.9] [207.7, -46.9] [-382.7, -82.1]

Observations 43 43 43

Note: Bootstrapped Regression Model. Coefficients are based on 10,000 replications.
Standard errors in parenthesis. Confidence intervals at 95% level in squared brackets.
Significance values: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01 from one-tailed tests.

3 A PRELIMINARY EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSAL DIRECTION: A THREE-

STAGE LEAST SQUARE (IV-3SLS)

The violation of the exogenity assumption means that changes in the explanatory variable (National

Personality Traits) x are associated with changes in the explained variable (Democracy Level) y,

but also with changes in the error term µ . To overcome this problem, the IV estimation in effect

replaces the problematic independent variable x1 with an a proxy variable or an instrument z that

is uncontaminated by error or unobserved factors that affect the outcome. To provide an unbiased

estimate of the causal effect, an IV regression purges the potentially endogenous regressor – in my

case, National Personality Traits – of variation that is not a function of the exogenous variable z.

1Problematic in the sense that it is measured with error, is not assigned exogenously from confounders, and may
simultaneously be influenced by the dependent variable.
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In short, it exploits the co-variation between z and x, uncorrelated with µ , to test the influence of x

on y, net of the endogeneity brought by the reverse causality from y to x.2 In this section, I find an

instrument for personality traits and an instrument for democratic institutions that provide me with

leverage to understand the strength of the reciprocal effects between the two variables. Given than

the interest is in the reciprocal effect rather than on a one-way causal effect, I rely on an expansion

of the standard IV approach to account for the simultaneity of the fitted equations by implementing

a three-stage least square (IV-3SLS).3

To test the effect of Openness and Extraversion on democracy, I exploit the relationship be-

tween Welzen’s Cold Water Index and personality traits. The Welzel’s (?) Cold Water Index

summarizes data on (a) the average annual temperature (inverted), (b) rainfall continuity across

the seasons, and (c) the abundance of ice-free waterways on a society’s territory that are closely

related to societal personality traits, and its correlation with political institutions is probably chan-

neled only through societal personality traits.4

Table 3: National Personality Traits and Democratic Institutions. IV-3SLS Regressions
Dependent variable:

OLS - First stage equations 3SLS 3SLS

Openness Extraversion I. of Democracy I. of Democracy Openness I. of Democracy Extraversion

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Openness 13.44∗∗∗

(4.91)

Extraversion 7.71∗∗∗

(2.18)

Index of Democracy 0.08∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04)

Instruments
Cold Water Index 0.08∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04)

Affinity with the US 31.77∗∗∗

(4.06)

Constant 48.46∗∗∗ 47.55∗∗∗ 23.45∗∗∗ -654.13∗∗∗ 47.96∗∗∗ -359.91∗∗∗ 46.52∗∗∗

(0.54) (0.71) (1.16) (244.01) (0.72) (108.43) (0.98)

Observations 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
R2 0.14 0.22 0.58

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Additionally, to test the reverse causation hypothesis, an instrumental variable regression is
2For further details on this method, see ? and ?. And, for salient applications in social science research, see ? or ?.
3The equation system presented in this section was estimated using an iterative 3SLS algorithm in the open source

program Systemfit written for the R programing language ?.
4Other instruments such as a pathogen-stress variable (??), genetic distance between countries ??, and consanguin-

ity data (?) have been tested, but Welzel’s Cold Water Index provides the strongest instrument for personality traits.
Using the other variables as instruments do not alter substantively the results.
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implemented to capture the net effect of democracy on Openness and Extraversion. My instrument

of a country’s democratic institutions is affinity with the US, which measures the similarity of a

country and the US in the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in 2002 on a scale from -1

to 1 with greater values indicating greater similarities between a given country and the US based

on (?). Reassuringly, while this measure is highly correlated with a country’s level of democracy,

voting behavior in the UNGA is very unlikely to influence directly national personality traits. Thus,

the exclusion restriction is satisfied.

Having identified the instruments, table 3 reports the results from the implementation of the

IV-3SLS analysis. Columns 1-3 are the first stage OLS regressions from the instruments (z) to the

instrumented variables (x). Model 1 from Table 3 presents one of the first stage of the IV-3SLS

estimation by regressing Openness on Cold Water Index. The strength of the relationship attests

that the instrument is strongly related to the endogenous variable of Openness. Model 2 presents

the other first-stage model for the regression of Extraversion to show that the Cold Water Index

is indeed a strong instrument for Extraversion as well. Additionally, the third column also shows

that the Affinity Scores are strongly associated with the Index of Democracy and, consequently,

the strength of this instrument is also adequate.

Moving to the causal tests, columns 4 and 5 report the result from the three-stage least square

regression: Democracy ↔ Openness. Column 4 is the effect of Openness on democracy, and

column 5 is the effect of democracy on Openness, adjusting for the simultaneity of the equations.

Results from the simultaneous system of equations with instrumented variables indicate that both

Openness increases the likelihood that a country is democratic in a statistically significant manner,

and the democraticness of political institutions influences national average of Openness. Similarly,

columns 6 and 7 report the result from the three-stage least square regression: Democracy ↔

Extraversion. Column 6 reports the effect of Extraversion on democracy, and column 7 reports the

effect of democracy on Extraversion. Just as for the previous models, models reported in columns

6 and 7 belong to the same system of equations to account for its simultaneous estimation. Results

also show that the causal effect of Extraversion on the democraticness of political institutions is
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significantly positive, as well as the reverse effect of regime type on national Extraversion.

Importantly, the IV-3SLS estimation procedure also allows for an exploration of the relative

strength of the reciprocal effects between national personality traits and democratic institutions.

The exogenous effect of Openness is stronger than the effect of Extraversion on democracy, net

of the reversed effect of democracy. In particular, a movement of one standard deviation in the

Openness variable (1.8 points) implies a change of 24 points in the Vanhanen’s index of democracy

– that is, about 2 standard deviations in the dependent variable. Similarly, a change of one standard

deviation of a country’s national Extraversion leads to a change in 18 points in the Vanhanen’s

index of democracy, or 1.5 standard deviations in the democracy score. The reversed effect from

democracy to national personality traits is also significant, although the strength of the institutional

effect is relatively weak. An increase in one standard deviation in the distribution of the democracy

score implies a change in the expected value of a country’s Openness and Extraversion of 0.95

and 1.7 – that is, 0.52 and 0.69 standard deviations in the democracy score, respectively. While

these effects are significant, they are much weaker than the reversed effects from personality to

institutions.

The results of the above analysis show that the instrumented Openness and Extraversion exert

positive and significant influence on a country’s level of democracy. At the same time, the in-

strumented index of democracy simultaneously influence a country’s mean tendency of Openness

and Extraversion. However, the size of the effects are asymmetrical. National Openness exerts an

effect on the democraticness of a country’s political institutions that is about four times stronger

than the reversed effect of institutions on the score of national Openness. Similarly, the effect of

Extraversion on democracy score is more than double the size of the opposed effect of democratic

institutions on Extraversion.
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